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Minimum-link paths
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Input: Polygonal domain and vertices s and t.
Output: Path from s to t consisting of as few links as possible.
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shortest path

min-link path
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3SUM hardness of min-link paths

3SUM: Given [a1, ..., an], [b1, ..., bn], [c1, ..., cn],
check whether exists i, j, k such that ai + bj = ck.
The problem is equal to finding a line stabbing trough holes on
3 walls by a simple transformation of input values.
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Min-link paths in a simple polygon

In a simple polygon the min-link path can be found by using
staged illumination.
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Min-link paths in a polygon with holes

Problem: the same parts may get illuminated many times.
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Bridging to make a simple polygon

Make a spanning tree of the h
holes and add bridges between
them to make the domain a
simple polygon.
The bridges can be added such
that any line can touch at most
O(
√
h) links.
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Start illumination in the
resulting simple polygon.
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the bridge on the next step.
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Bridging to make a simple polygon

Make a spanning tree of the h
holes and add bridges between
them to make the domain a
simple polygon.
The bridges can be added such
that any line can touch at most
O(
√
h) links.

s

Start illumination in the
resulting simple polygon.
After hitting a bridge, continue
illumation on the other side of
the bridge on the next step.
The bridging slows us down at
most by factor O(

√
h) as each

link can hit O(
√
h) bridges.
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Illuminating from many sources

We may still illuminate parts of the
domain many times even after
bridging the holes.
If we illuminate from the borders
one by one, Ω(n) triangles of the
domain might get illuminated h
times, leading to Ω(nh) time
complexity.
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Forbidding reillumination

We can trade quality of the
result for time by deciding that
any triangle may get illuminated
at most k times.
After a triangle has been lit k
times, we treat it as an obstacle
until the end of the step.

k = 2
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Forbidding reillumination

We can trade quality of the
result for time by deciding that
any triangle may get illuminated
at most k times.
After a triangle has been lit k
times, we treat it as an obstacle
until the end of the step.

k = 2

Each time a path gets blocked,
the number of disjoint
illuminated areas is reduced by
at least k.

We start illumination from h bridges, so the total number of
links we need is APX ≥ O(

√
h)OPT + h/k. Choosing

k =
√
h gives an

√
h-approximation with time complexity

O(n
√
h). The bridging also takes O(n

√
h) time.
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The C-oriented min-link problem

In the C-oriented min-link path problem the obstacle edges and
the resulting path must follow the given C orientations.
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the area that is visible from the previously illuminated area.
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Decomposition of space

Split the area into trapezoids in each of the C orientations.
The trapezoids are used to keep track of the illuminated area.
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Staged illumination with trapezoids

If we can find a k link path
passing trough a trapezoid, we
can reach any point inside the
trapezoid with k + 1 links, and
we give the trapezoid label k+ 1.
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Staged illumination with trapezoids

If we can find a k link path
passing trough a trapezoid, we
can reach any point inside the
trapezoid with k + 1 links, and
we give the trapezoid label k+ 1. k

k + 1

k + 2

If light doesn’t pass trough the
whole trapezoid, we split it and
label only the illuminated part.

k

k + 1

On each step of the illumination we iterate over all C(C − 1)
pairs of orientations (c, d), and find the d-trapezoids that
overlap with illuminated c-trapezoids.
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Finding overlapping trapezoids

We use a line sweep to find the
d-trapezoids that can be lit by
moving in direction c.

The sweep visits all the
d-trapezoids intersected by
c-trapezoids that become
illuminated on the previous step.

c
d
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Finding overlapping trapezoids

We use a line sweep to find the
d-trapezoids that can be lit by
moving in direction c.

The sweep visits all the
d-trapezoids intersected by
c-trapezoids that become
illuminated on the previous step.

Each trapezoidation contains O(n)
trapezoids, and each of the O(Cn)
trapezoids can be reached during
O(C) sweeps. We spend O(log n)
time during sweeps in a single
trapezoid, for total time complexity
O(C2n log n) and space O(Cn).

c
d
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Summary

We presented:
• 3SUM-hardness of the min-link path problem, meaning it is

unlikely that we can get asymptotically much better than
the current best known solution O(n2α2(n) log n)
[Mitchell, Rote, Woeginger, 1992].

• The first subquadratic multiplicative approximation
algorithm for min-link paths.

• An O(C2n log n)-time, O(Cn)-space algorithm for
C-oriented minimum link path problem. The previous best
one had O(C2n log n) time and space or O(C2n log2 n)
time and O(C2n) space complexity [Adegeest, Overmars
and Snoeyink, 1994]
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Thank you!


